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TORSO

TORSO#1
Idea, concept, composition and development :
Peter Kutin

kinetic object
rotating
quadrophonic
soundand light-sources

Techical supervisor :
Mathias Lenz
Soprano Voice :
Johann Sophia Baader
Year of production :
2018
Shown at (selection) :
Unsafe and Sounds Festival 2018, Vienna
Ars Electronica 2019, Linz
Save Festival 2019, Moscow
Awards : Golden Nica for digital music and
soundart 2019 / Ars Electronica

Speed ostensibly perverts the illusory order of normal
perception, the order of arrival of information. What could
have seemed simultaneous is diversified and decomposes.
Paul Virilio – The Aesthetics of Disappearance

For TORSO, Peter Kutin created a quadrophonic sound-system consisting of four old 100-Volt
speakers, which he rotates at varying speeds on a 2.5m long horizontal axis. The speaker’s
movements are visible, affecting the audience in unusual and confounding ways. Observing the
speaker’s circular movements while perceiving the ever-changing composition and how it
develops over time combines to create a wholly unorthodox listening experience. For the
structure of the object, Kutin drew inspiration from a Klapotetz – a variety of bird-scaring
windmill found in central Europe.

Musically, Kutin provokes simple feedback patterns via static microphones that are positioned on
pre-determined spots in front of the speakers’ circular path. The sonic-characteristics of the
emitted feedback is directly changed and modulated by the speed of rotation. Kutin additionally
created and designed original sounds especially for this unique setup, in order to maximise its
psychoacoustic effects. The composed sonic-material is based on abstractions of the human
voice – as performed by the soprano singer, Johanna Baader – as a reference to the human-made
environment behind - as well as a counterpoint towards - the technical facade.

With these main ingredients, Kutin either performs live or pre-composes for an installation-setup
– in both cases he develops site-specific compositions for which the speed of rotation, the
acceleration, and the amount of feedback become the key parameters to work with. Partially
the sounds emitted by the TORSO are picked up with microphones and sent into a PA system that
is set up around the audience in order to translate, or seemingly magnify, the sonic movements
to reach heightened dramaturgic variations and phases of increased density. Sounds and
feedback travel within the space in an unfamiliar, and yet strange and multidimensional manner.
It seems as if the sonic movements can be perceived both horizontally and vertically at once.
Flanked by meticulously arranged LED lights that flicker, pulsate and spin, TORSO reaches lucid
and hallucinatory heights. Visitors have described the concert experience as like exposure to an
expanded Dream-machine – referring to the influential stroboscopic flicker device first
developed by artist Brion Gysin and William S. Burroughs. With TORSO#1, Kutin takes this
concept to a different level as he explores how rotating sound can influence and manipulate our
way of listening, and enhance the acoustics of the performance space.

DOCUMENTATION ONLINE :

http://kutin.kindlinger.com/torso
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ROTOR

ROTOR
Idea, composition and development :
Peter Kutin

kinetic object

Concept :
Peter Kutin & Dipl.-Ing. Patrik Lechner

rotating
quadrophonic
sound-system
and light sources

Techical supervisor :
Mathias Lenz
Video-Programming :
Dipl.-Ing. Patrik Lechner
Year of production :
2019
Shown at :
Mutek Festival, 2019, Montreal

Die Dromologie bezeichnet das Phänomen der
Geschwindigkeit selbst als
Inspiration;
die metaphorische Rennstrecke,
als ein zentrales Element
der Gesellschaft,
der Medien
und der Kriegsführung.

The piece’s center of attention is a rotating sound-sculpture, the Rotor. The audience is seated
around it. Rotor is a variation of it’s predecessor Torso, both piece’s are exploring the perception
of rotational speed and it’s acceleration in different setups. The Rotor equipped with a four
channel speakersystem, a 360° camera and LED-light-sources. The artist control the speed of it’s
rotation which is directly related to the recorded/projected images, the emitted light and the
resulting sound in general. The acceleration / deceleration become main parameters which
influence and manipulate the object’s sound and image with great effect resulting in a hypnotic
movement, a pulsating soundscape and procedurally distorted images. Rotor had it’s world
premier in Montreal’s Mutek-Festival at the SAT Full Dome, which features an 360° videoprojection as well as an Ambisonic surround-system. Inevitable auditory and visual feedback is
used as a central aesthetic element: The rotating speakers are amplified by static microphones,
provoking complex feedback loops and patterns, that trigger psychoacoustic sensations.

As an inspiration Kutin refers to Paul Virilios Dromology, describing speed itself, the metaphorical
racetrack, as a central element of society, media and warfare.

All images © Mutek Festival Montreal

DECOMPOSITION IV

THE FIFTH WALL

DECOMPOSIT
ION IV

Idea, composition and concept :
Peter Kutin, Florian Kindlinger

Year of production :
2016

THE FIFTH
WALL

Shown at (selection) :
Donaufestival, 2017, Krems
LUFF, 2017, Lausanne
VIS, 2017, Vienna

AV Work,
Sculpture

Festival du nouveau cinema, 2017,
Montreal
IZLOG, 2018, Zagreb
TwoDays Art Festival, 2018, Den Haag
Cafe Oto, 2018, London
Transart Festival, 2018, Bozen

The screen protects an abstract room.
Where feedback forms a maze of desires.

In the Fifth Wall, kutin|kindlinger replace the cinema-screen through a bulletproof glass pane
(originally measured 3x2m, 400kg). They use extreme physical forces against this wall-of-glass
and let us see and listen to them. Impacts that create cracks, cuts, splinters and emissions of
sonic through the material.

As an sculpture / object it represents the omnipresent displays of our time; this wall made of
glass is put between the audience and the camera – it becomes a cinematic metaphor for a
society intrinsically linked to the screen. In times of fragmentation and acceleration, side
products of the so called digital revolution, we live more and more through abstraction.

A fifth wall has risen and can no longer be ignored.
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DECOMPOSITION III

DESERT BLOOM

DECOMPOSIT
ION III

Idea, composition and concept :
Peter Kutin, Florian Kindlinger, Christina
Kubisch
Year of production :
2014

DESERT
BLOOM

Awards :
Karl-Szucka Award - Donaueschingen
Musiktage, 2016
Special Mention - Festival du nouveau
cinema, Montreal, 2015
Best newcomer- VIS, Vienna
Shown at (selection) :

AV Work

Donaufestival, 2015, Krems
Biennale for Media Arts, 2016, Wroclaw
Festival du nouveau cinema, Montreal
Audiorama, 2018, Stockholm
ISFF, 2016, Clement Ferrand

They lived their lives
to make the desert bloom.

(inscription on a monument for the workers who died while
constructing the hoover-dam power-plant)

Next to gambling, Las Vegas primarily brought electricity and artificial light into the natural
darkness of the Nevadan desert. DECOMPOSITION III is based on a layer of urban reality that
usually stays unrecognized for human ears: the electromagnetic fields related to the neon-signs,
light emissons, LED- walls, etc…

Together with German composer Christina Kubisch, kutin|kindlinger translated the sound of
light-sources into the auditive spectrum. Along with other field-recordings and flickering images
of light-emitting sources the piece unfolds as an intense and obscure symphony of alternating
current. All sounds where recorded along the Las Vegas Strip – a street in a city that celebrates
artificial light with such an intensity and crazyness that it even makes a desert glow in the dark.

all images © kutin | kindlinger

DECOMPOSITION I

DESERT SOUND

DECOMPOSIT
ION I

Idea, composition and concept :
Peter Kutin, Florian Kindlinger

DESERT
SOUND

Year of production :
2012

Shown at (selection) :
Tsonami Festival, 2015, Valparaiso
Donaufestival, 2015, Krems
Luminale, 2017, Frankfurt
Audiorama, 2018, Stockholm

AV Work

Galerie 5020, 2016, Salzburg
New Edits Festival, 2015, Klagenfurt
Sonic-Arts Festival, 2015, Warsawa

An essay

about

decay,

erosion

and

time.

Desert sound is solely based on unedited, raw audio-recordings from the Atacama desert – the
driest region on earth. It is written for a dark room, a video/light projection and a multichannel
sound system of at least four speakers able to reproduce a wide dynamic range .

Different layers of experienced realities construct the dramaturgy of Desert Sound.
The recordings are not limited only to sonic transmitted in the air (to which we usually refer to
as ‘audio’), but also within materials (sand of dunes, salt-crystals, water, var. surfaces), within
lists of recorded data (gps, temperature, humidity, etc.), or in different frequency ranges
beyond the auditory spectrum (eg. radio-waves).

These recordings of abandoned places primarily ask one thing :
What do we hear where nobody lives who could listen ?
But beyond that desert-sound raises many other questions as the piece proceeds.

Ghosttowns, abandoned cementeries, unused mines, empty fields & ruins. Many of these
locations can be found in the nearfield of former industrial areas once set up by copper and
nitrate mining-companies. Today these places are relicts, they erose, fade away without any
active human influence. Within this process of erosion and decline, these buildings have a very
charactersitic acoustic presence.
Due to the Atacama’s extremely low humidity, the atmosphere is very stable during the whole
year, which makes it a perfect window for astronomers to observe the universe . The latest
generation of ground based high-tech-telescopes has been set up in the atacama : from here ,
astronomers are watching and documenting the past . they collect data from light-sources that
might not even exist anymore : data mining. One day these high-tech machines will also cease to
be useful, and this giant buildings will one day also become relicts , ruins.

